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try listening to music while
you are drawing
 
find a comfy space to sit
while you are drawing or
try drawing standing up
 
have a snack before you
start!
 
 

Doodling can be a good way to relax. 
It can help you to think and feel in a 

different way.
Doodling can be good for processing emotions
and it can light up different pathways in your

brain to open up more creativity.
 

Because you often create patterns and
repeated shapes when you doodle, the

repetition can ease stress. It really helps 
if you don't worry about making 

mistakes and enjoy your 
'happy accidents'!

 

We are going to doodle creative
hair on a face. 

You can choose to do your own
head (a self-portrait) or you can

draw another person to 
give hair to!

 
You can decide to do your

doodles in black and white or 
add colour - it's up to you.

creative
heads

"Do you have 
hands? Excellent. That's 

a good start. Can you hold a
pencil? Great. If you have a

sketchbook, open it and
start by making a line, a
mark, wherever. Doodle."

Chris Riddell, 
illustrator

MAKE 
HAIR DOODLES

tips for
doodling

did you
know?



zig-zag

PATTERN

ideas

lines

dots

curves

circles
squares

spirals
triangles

grids

waves

Draw a simple outline face on the paper. 
You can choose what expression to 

give the face, and how much detail to add.

Now begin doodling in the hair. Start by
drawing a few longer lines coming out 
from the head, then begin filling in the

sections with different patterns.

MAKE 
HAIR DOODLES

Before he was famous,
the artist Picasso

sometimes doodled on
napkins in cafes to pay

for his meals.

Get a piece of paper for your 
drawing - plain A4 paper is good, or

you can use whatever you can find (the
inside of a cereal box, for example).

If you prefer you can cut

out a face from a picture

in a magazine

create

The idea is to give
your drawing big
creative hair!

"A line is a dot
that went for

a walk" 
Paul Klee

did you
know?
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tip

Gustav Klimt,

Fulfilment, 

1905-09

The artist Gustav
Klimt used lots of

patterns in his
work.


